A WORD FROM INTERNATIONAL DIRECTOR JOHN MACKAY

The Lord’s call to me back in 1986 was clear ...“Go minister in the UK and I will be with you.” I had been reading the life story of DL Moody and the Lord’s call for Moody to reach out in the UK leapt off the pages ... and the parallels became truly amazing. His first visit to the UK was met with incredible opposition and cancellations due to angry letters from his homeland but Moody went, pressing on and the Lord Jesus overcame, and Moody’s meetings became a blessed success.

In like manner I went in obedience in 1987 and angry warning letters from my home country also led to my entire itinerary being cancelled. But the same Lord Jesus made it clear He was in it, and the replacement meetings were greater than those cancelled! The phone call from the man who said the Lord had directed him to place A$10,000 dollars in our account to cover our costs, even though he didn’t know we had just finished praying for that exact amount to cover flights and arrangements, meant we could really say ‘Thank You Jesus’.

From then till now our Lord Jesus has blessed with souls saved and saints taught and rescued from the doubt and spiritual strangulation caused by Satan’s undermining of God’s Word through the biggest lies of evolution. It has also been my prayer burden since then, for the Lord Jesus Christ to raise up a young man for this ministry in the UK and across the world. Now that prayer is being answered.

During 2018 we brought Joseph Hubbard downunder for 10 weeks of ministry and research training in Australia. After this Aussie ministry trip, we as a Creation Research Team were even more convinced Joseph’s calling was real ... not from man, but from Christ and for Christ! So during 2019 we will do a similar training stint in both the UK and North America which will be even more intensive. To achieve this Joseph will move from part time work and study (February to July) into full time UK Creation Research ministry (August on) as we plan for the Creation Guys (Joseph and myself) to spend many weeks ministering across the UK and the USA during the second half of 2019. Pray with us and support this venture which is right at the heart of our Saviour’s will.

The Lord Jesus told us that whatever we ask for in faith, that believing, we will receive (Matt 21:22) – of course the proviso is we must ask in Jesus Name that the Father may be glorified (John 14:13). “Thy will be done,” is the rule (Luke 11:2). We have been praying for the next Creation Guy for some 30 years and yes we have been tempted to give up -- but knowing that the Lord has promised to hear our prayers, to guide and lead us, we are grateful He also gives strength to believe and provides supporters like you who have prayed for and encouraged us. Now we are asking you to pray and support Joseph as he moves into full-time work – yes our finance needs really will increase so we look forward to your continuing encouragement.
With Uluru’s almost vertically inclined layers of arkose (a mix of decomposed granite and basalt), and the slightly inclined Olgas 35km away made of huge boulders of granite and basalt, these two tourist icons in Central Australia represent the biggest dilemma to the touted millions of years of evolution. Both have been rapidly dumped by water and shaped by massive water runoff ...in the middle of the Aussie desert. To get up close and personal, Joseph Hubbard climbed Ayers Rock/Uluru and both John Mackay and Joseph went into the Olgas for on the spot research. The insert (TOP VIEW) shows the close-up structure of Ayers Rock and at bottom left, you see large rounded water laid boulders that form the huge conglomerate of the Olgas. More convincing evidence that millions of years of long slow formation is just nonsense.

The Ayers Rock arkose contains mineral Felspar, which degrades rapidly in water exposed to O₂/CO₂, yet it’s still there in the middle of the desert. Both the Olgas and Ayers Rock seem to be derived from granite and basalt sources further south, and were transported by massive sheets of water into huge flood dumps, which were later lifted and eroded by large water sheet runoff. The blindness of man’s heart to both the formation of planet earth underwater, and the destruction of it by water, is what the Apostle Peter refers to in 2 Peter 3:3-6 where he prophesied: “there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts, and saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation. For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the water: Whereby the world that then was, being overflowed with water, perished.” The politically correct among us, need to know the rock is officially designated by both names, not just the Aboriginal name of Uluru.

YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF OUR RESEARCH IS GREATLY APPRECIATED.
WEB GIVE via www.creationresearch.net click DONATIONS OR ADDRESSES ON BACK PAGE

TO SUPPORT THIS GREAT MINISTRY WEB GIVE CLICK DONATIONS
From John Young, Creation Research Administrator UK.

THE PAST - The ministry started in the UK after John Mackay’s first missionary visit back in 1987 with Christ’s power filled message that God’s Word is true from beginning to end. Since then, both he and we have been praying the Lord Jesus would raise up a British Timothy to run with this ministry under Christ’s leading, to continue the vision the Lord gave John and our faithful team of helpers in the UK. We are in a battle for the truth that can set people free from the blindness of evolutionary thinking. God’s Word is Holy and it is wholly true, so we are to fight the good fight of our faith.

THE PRESENT - The good news is that our UK Timothy is now in training, so it’s time to share the bigger vision with you for prayer and support, so welcome to Joseph Hubbard from me John Young and our whole team in the UK. We can see the calling of the Lord on Joseph’s life. He has studied to show himself approved. His teaching has been well received, and a number of saints have enjoyed fossil hunting field trips in good and not so good weather!

THE FUTURE - Below - Joseph shares some exciting things from his training and some plans we are praying through, as he moves first into part time UK ministry in February, then to full time in July 2019. Meaning we have real needs for your support of this year’s plans as together we serve the Lord Jesus and His people, equipping them to be able to share the answer for the hope that lies within us, which alone is Jesus Christ Creator and Redeemer. In closing, I would encourage Joseph with what Paul shared with the first Timothy: “Let no man despise thy youth; but be thou an example of the believers, in word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity.” (1 Timothy 4:12.)

-------------------------------------
A word from Joseph Hubbard

Greetings! I first met John Mackay in 2014, during his visit to the UK. We discussed and prayed together about my future in the ministry, and both agreed that God was calling me into Creation Research, so we commenced working together. It’s been a long old ride to get to where I am today, but the Lord has led me every single step.

2018 was a proper rollercoaster of a ride. I conducted four ministry trips around the UK and spent 3 months downunder on ministry training around Australia with John Mackay and the Creation Research team. While in Australia, a supporter dubbed me Indiana Joe – a name which I have taken a liking to, and have adopted for my work with Creation Research. Our Genesis Museum of Creation Research near Norwich has also boomed, and new exhibits are coming through. Creation Research UK now has its own website up and running to link all our ministry ventures together as one.

I am currently completing my science studies and the move into ministry training has led me to give up my part time zoo keeper job late February, in order to focus fully on the year ahead for Creation Research. My role will be heading up itinerary planning and generally orchestrating ministry in the UK for when John Mackay comes over in August. I will also be doing some preaching and field trips until then.

Please pray for me as I have stepped away from my current job and moved into ministry late February. 2019 promises to be big, with a 10 week UK ministry visit from John Mackay (August to October) which will also be the beginning of a large session of training and ministry for me as I accompany John around the UK. There is also a 5 week Indiana Joe training trip to America with John in the works also, so please pray that the Lord continues to guide us in the direction He wants us to go and continues to provide our every need! It is my prayer that you will continue to support me as I take this big step of faith in walking towards what the Lord has planned for Creation Research in the UK!

God bless you all.
Joseph Hubbard (Indiana Joe) – Creation Research UK.

YOUR SUPPORT NEEDED FOR THE JOSEPH UK PROJECT

HOW TO DONATE AND HOW TO CONTACT US IN THE UK

Visit our new UK web www.creationresearchuk.com
Keep up to date with Joseph at www.indianajoe.blog.
Book us for your UK church or group by emailing Joseph
info@creationresearchuk.com
or josephhubbard@creationresearchuk.com
or Phone Joseph on 44 7713 681 406

TO SUPPORT THIS GREAT MINISTRY WEB GIVE CLICK DONATIONS
The Creation Guy John Mackay, in association with up-and-coming young Creation Research geologist Joseph Hubbard (a.k.a. Indiana Joe), have written this great new book for teens +. It’s full of new and exciting evidence on how fossils and rocks do not take millions of years, and how the real world is the result, not of me and chance, but of proper process and purpose in God’s world. Full of actual photographs, you will find the material fabulously helpful in dealing with creation, the history of the world, the flood and down to the present.

See our exciting and unique experiments which provide real proof for the pudding. Great for teens and older ... designed so you can easily share with all who are sceptical or shaky on the Bible being God’s Word. It’s full of high quality pictures of our findings and experiments from the past 30 years, and the text is so easy to follow and share with doubters and friends.

Don’t miss Joseph Hubbard on MP4. During his recent 2018 ministry downunder, we recorded several of Joseph Hubbard’s messages. Now the video of his great Bible teaching at Good Shepherd Baptist is available. Pray for this young man and support him as he obeys Christ and moves into this important apologetic ministry.

Download the MP4 for only $5.00. Get excited about what Jesus is doing as well as what He’s done and will do!

ORDER BOTH ABOVE from www.creationresearch.net click SHOP or addresses on back page

TO SUPPORT THIS GREAT MINISTRY WEB GIVE CLICK DONATIONS
Aboriginal weapons for our Museum and school work.

the biggest question being the history of Australian Aboriginals. What a difference a Biblical God’s Eye view from Adam to Babel

In doing a February series around south-east Queensland for Distance Education, the whole issue was culture, and race, with

John Mackay, Editor of Creation Ex Nihilo

29, 1987, to present a month of exciting lectures, which were well received and widely published. He was also a Trustee of the Creation Science Foundation, Australia, which now has over 22 full-time staff. The magazine goes to 40 countries and the Creation Science correspondence course recently won the Gold Medal at the CSI. It has around 300 students.

John has lectured and taught in science at college, secondary and elementary school systems in Queensland, Australia, for many years, devoting nine years to the teaching of creation in science, which he pioneered in the State Education Department when the Minister for Education in Queensland announced his desire that creation be taught alongside evolution. Queensland is the only State in Australia where government approval has been given to the teaching of creation. John graduated from Queensland University with an unusual combination of majors taken because of his interest in the origin of life. He has majors in geology, genetics and organic chemistry, giving him a breadth of knowledge concerning ‘origins’ uncommon in these days of ultra-specialisations.

His scientific qualifications, as well as his skill in communicating the issues of creation to laymen, led him to be very sought after. He has travelled extensively in Australia, New Zealand and the United States, lecturing, preaching and debating in churches, colleges and schools. He has had wide experience on radio and television, both Christian and secular, and in dealing with the media. If you would like John to come and preach this message!

Ken Ham returns to America in 1987

Ken, Ministry Director of Australia’s Creation Science Foundation, will be returning to America in 1987 to work with the Institute for Creation Research’s Ken Ham, the only man in the world who has published books and presented creationist teachings in every state of the United States and Australia. An “outspoken creationist” and former high school teacher, Ken has been widely featured in the media, including radio and TV interviews, church meetings, and university and high school audiences. He now has a unique opportunity to work with the Institute for Creation Research and to share his message with audiences across the United States and Canada.

During 1986 Ken appeared in church and school programs throughout North America, and now has the opportunity to speak in the United States and Canada. He has written extensively on the subject of creation and has co-authored several books, including “Evolution: The Missing Link” and “The New Creation: The Science of the Bible.” His lectures and presentations are designed to educate and inform students and adults alike about the scientific evidence for creation.

Don’t miss this year’s open day August 10

THE OVERWHELMING SUCCESS of our 2018 open day with some 400 people attending, and only 2 porta loos – means we’ve decided to put a permanent toilet block at Jurassic Ark so we can cope with larger crowds. Cost of project $15,000. All help appreciated.

YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THE AUSSIE OUTDOOR CREATION MUSEUM

JURASSIC ARK IS GREATLY APPRECIATED.

WEB GIVE via www.creationresearch.net click DONATIONS

OR MAIL GIFTS TO ADDRESSES ON BACK PAGE.
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ENCRYPTING CANADIAN RESULTS FROM OUR OLD CREATION NEWS LETTER

Mark de Vries, a university student (London, Ontario Canada) has come to the Lord after a Geology presentation from Creation Research’s John Mackay. Students coming to Christ make time spent in research worthwhile.

John has also been in the USA for 5 weeks and spent several weeks in Public High Schools in Brekenridge (Minnesota), Wahpeton (North Dakota), and Millbank (South Dakota), teaching from our new course on Creation. When the press heard this they sent a reporter to listen in on the High School at Brekenridge. The editor was anti-creationist, but interviews with the Principal, Science Masters and students were so positive, the press had no option but to simply report what they said. Praise God!

THE NEXT GENERATION OF DOWNUNDERS?

In doing a February series around south-east Queensland for Distance Education, the whole issue was culture, and race, with the biggest question being the history of Australian Aboriginals. What a difference a Biblical God’s Eye view from Adam to Babel to work with the Institute for Creation Research! Ken’s

PRAY, PRAY, PRAY

Just before I left Canada in December, we received a request for a large number of our Races DVDs (shown at right). These were for use in outreach to native communities in Canada. It is continually amazing to us how God uses the evidence from the Tower of Babel to continually motivate missionaries and Evangelists to these native groups, and it’s a reminder of just how important these Real Roots, Origin of Races and History of Man DVDs truly are. Whether it’s to American Indians, Filipinos or Aboriginal groups in Australia and around the world. This project we began decades ago has proved a continuing blessing. Pray much for this outreach and use them to reach out yourself to all and any racial groups. Our ancestors left Babel, and before that got off the same Ark and before that all descended from the same man Adam, so we have the same problem sin and we need the same Saviour - Jesus!
ENCOURAGING TESTIMONIES

Three Generations

Grandma Cheryl started the trend in attending Creation Research meetings and brought daughter Megan who shared, "I now bring my boys Korin, Gavin and Alex so they too can learn to trust the Word of God from beginning to end through your teaching, like I did". Keep praying for us to be faithful to the Lord Jesus and that He will raise up young people to get involved in this ministry ...this good news is also 3 generations of evidence some of us have been at this task for many decades.

20 Years On

It was a joy when preaching in Canada for Ron to share it was our previous visit two decades ago that convinced him the Bible’s creation teaching could be believed, and our visit had sorted out Genesis for him. Now he ministers faithfully as an Elder in this Chapel. Pray for Ron and for our Canadian organiser Larry Hamilton as we arrange this year’s itinerary and reach out to a society which like ours, has become very anti-Christ. The church everywhere must have a firm foundation in Jesus Christ our Lord, Creator, Redeemer, Lord and Coming King.

University

Two Congolese migrants (Manchester UK), were thrilled with what Joseph said, but they totally mystified him when they asked about good Jesus/bad Jesus. They knew little about the Trinity, or the Holy Spirit and had puzzling questions about good Jesus/bad Jesus. Joseph discovered “good Jesus” had done miracles and died on the cross for people and didn’t charge anything. But “bad Jesus” goes around Congo charging for prayer - miracle costs lots more. Bad Jesus doesn't offer eternal life, unless you keep on paying. Apparently the priests of this ‘bad Jesus’ are fleecing people. No wonder they asked Joseph to come, preach good Jesus salvation by grace, through faith without works - free. (Ephesians 2:8-10). Pray for us to be faithful to The Good Jesus.

Get Yours From www.creationresearch.net SHOP or addresses on last page
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Up till now Canadian Evolutionists have claimed the world’s ‘oldest’ fossil thorny land plants are found in Devonian rocks in Quebec (above left A). Its saw-toothed appearance has been very aptly named Sawdonia. Now check right hand pictures (B, C, D & E) for what John Mackay found in ‘Ordovician’ Limestone in Tennessee, buried with fossil sea shells, corals and other marine fossils. Using text book dates, it beats the Canadian claim, by being found in rocks ‘claimed to be 100 million years older!’ Yes, John has all specimens.

You will smile at comments from the first Canadian Geology Prof (a paleobotanist) who I visited to show this find … “There’s no way that rock can be Ordovician as Sawdonia didn’t evolve till the Devonian.”

The fact that when I found this specimen I was accompanied by a local USA geologist who spent his career working for the Tennessee Division of Geology, which officially classifies the rock layer containing the specimens as ‘Ordovician’. This was like water off a ducks back to the Canadian Geology Professor.

Perhaps the fact that Canadians would lose the record is his motivator… but in reality he was so married to the theory of evolution he had divorced reality. He was glued to the fallacy that fossils determine the age of the rock and evolution determines the age of the fossils. The reality is that actual fossils are found in real rocks, so we must face the fact as to which rock sits below or above which next real rock. The theory has nothing to do with the truth. But don’t miss the real point! Given what God tells us about thorns being part of the penalty for sin, all rocks with fossil thorns formed only AFTER the first man Adam sinned … not 450 million years ago at all. God’s Word the Bible, is the actual history of real sin, physical death and sharp thorns, and that’s why Jesus physically died with such sharp thorns on His head. They were the first thing to make Him shed His blood for us.

All you old earth and theistic evolutionists who claim to believe the Bible, it’s time to fess up …your faith is really in man’s theories. You don’t actually really believe God’s Word is true from the beginning. This exciting discovery by Creation Research, really pokes large holes in your misplaced faith in the humanist’s millions of years and you need to abandon it. …Now! Then you can really share that Christ rose so we could inherit a new heavens and earth where there will be no more thorns or death!

Thanks to all whose financial and prayer support enable us to do this research. Keep it up as it is really needed. Send gifts to addresses on back page or give via creationresearch.net click DONATIONS
When I was in NZ during January for a wedding, I was placed next to an American Missionary to NZ (Pastor Gary Max), who reminded myself and my wife Anne of the events below, which formed a key factor in why Pastor Max is so supportive of our ministry. We trust this will encourage you as much as it has us. John Mackay.

"I first met John Mackay when he came to give a Lecture Series at Massey University in New Zealand. He came to this "Seed Bed of Evolution" to Lecture about Creation; where his comments soon led into a full blown debate.

_ On the First Day we met in a small classroom with about 35 in attendance with little interest and less fan fare.
_ On the Second Day there was 50 or more. Word of mouth was beginning to spread.
_ On the Third Day they moved us to a large lecture hall, with well over 100 attending, and a certain amount of attention began to be given to the credibility of John's statements and his logic.
_ On the Fourth Day the 200 seat lecture hall was filled to capacity, with a number of graduate students in science now openly challenging his views. John answered their queries convincingly and in a quiet demeanour.
_ On the Fifth Day there was standing room only with the aisles lined with listeners, and now there were a number of "Profs" in attendance, who had come to do war. Two of these Professors even came wearing their white lab coats. The debate was truly on. They came quoting their scientific journals in an attempt to prove their evolutionary bias. John handled all their assaults clearly and confidently; answering these experts in their fields, and He did so by turning their own tactics back on them. They came Quoting so ‘quoting’ is what they got in return. John had clearly done his homework. He refuted everyone of their arguments with newer Published Scientific Data. Quoting the name of the publication, page numbers, and in some cases the very paragraph from which it was taken. John remained unshaken through all as he beat them at their own game. What’s more they knew it. In fact they got angry ... very angry! So much so that I remember one of these teachers of higher learning left the hall, slamming the door behind him, displaying to all his educational arrogance and unbelieving distain.

When I was at university, I took a speech class which had a section on debate. The instructor taught us that if you can get your debating opponent mad in most cases, you will win the proposition you are defending. John did just that as he spoke clearly and defended the Scriptural Position admirably. He had gone into the "Lion's Den", and had come out the other side unscathed. The mouths of the beasts had been "Shut".

It is my privilege to call John “My Friend and Brother in Christ”. Keep doing the Great Work you are involved in. "Keep on Keeping On".

Pastor Gary Max,
Lighthouse Baptist, Dunedin New Zealand.

Sadly many Unis have now found it more convenient to just lock us out these days...less embarrassing eh?

SCOTTISH TV have recorded segments with Dr Diane Eager (right) for their broadcasts. Diane dealt with not only the importance of knowing about creation, but of Who the Creator is, Jesus Christ, which is much more important than simply knowing about intelligent design. Given Diane’s background as a lecturer in medical biology at Canberra University, she was well suited to field questions concerning “If God created, how come there are diseases and suffering?” Useful questions to share the Bible’s theme through history of a good creation that went bad and has become worse because of human sin, but also with the coming of Christ to save us from sin and point us back to glory. Pray for Diane as she ministers this way and as programs are released in Scotland.
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